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Twin analyses of obesity traits

Strong additive genetic component (A2~60%)
Minor and variable common environment (C2)
Moderate individual – non-shared environment (E2)
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Heritability estimates for relative weight from 
birth to age 18 of Swedish twin pairs
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Correlations of BMI at age 18 with BMI from 
birth to age 17 of Swedish twin pairs
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Genes OR environment – no, no – it is AND environment

The prevailing interpretation of the causes of the epidemic is 
that the societies have created a more and more ‘obesogenic’ 
environment, because the genetic causes cannot change so 
rapidly.

However, the genes may be involved in the epidemic in several 
ways making it important to investigate their role (determining 
susceptibility, changes in assortative mating, gene-environment 
interactions, epigenetics determining early life programming 
and possibly transgenerational effects). 

Few snp’s in/near genes (FTO, MC4R etc) explaining few % of 
the genetic variation have been found. We need to know many 
more before we can make real progress in this field.



The genes apparently leaves very little room for the shared 
and non-shared environment? 

According to twin studies, there is almost no effects of shared 
environment. Only about 30% of the variation in the adult 
obesity phenotypes can be attributed to non-shared 
environmental differences. It is even less in childhood and 
adolescence, about 10%. 

Twin studies may for various reasons underestimate the 
environmental effects (assumes equal shared environment for 
MZ and DZ and no gene-environment interaction, non-additive 
genetic and shared environemtal influences are confounded). 
Family-based studies estimate the non-shared environmental 
effects to about 60%. 



Distinction between within and between population effects 
is necessary!

The estimates of the relative contributions of genes, shared and 
non-shared environment in the twin and family studies are 
reflecting the particular distribution of these sources of 
phenotypic variation in the investigated population. 

The estimates as such have no relevance for explaining 
differences in the phenotype, e.g. differences in prevalence of 
obesity, between populations, whether defined by site or time 
period. 

Poplation differences may be due to differences in genes as well 
as in environmental influences that are not present or present to 
much less extent within populations.



Is the’obesogenic’ environment the driving cause of the 
obesity epidemic?

What is the meaning of the ‘obesogenic’ environment? A 
tautology in two ways? 

The obesity epidemic must in some way be driven by an obesity-
promoting environmental change: Self-evident, but which!?

The prevailing concept implies that this environment is 
constituted by the ‘big two’, i.e. excess intake of energy and less 
spending of energy by physical activity: implicit in the 
thermodynamic laws of nature.



Attempts to provide evidence for the ’obesogenic’ 
environment as the driving cause

The main missing link is the lack of evidence to support the 
assumption that the changes of the ‘obesogenic’ environment, as 
conceived, provides an adequate explanation of the development 
of the epidemic.

Very few attempts to generate the critical unambiguously 
supportive evidence have apparently been undertaken, and when 
done they do not provide an unambiguous support.



Keith, S., ….& Allison, D. B. (2006). Putative Contributors to the Secular Increase in 
Obesity: Exploring the Roads Less Traveled.  International Journal of Obesity.



Problems with the paradigm of the obesogenic environment

There is obviously a need to review the components of the 
paradigm of the obesity epidemic to see which are based on 
observational or experimental scientific evidence and which are 
implicit assumptions or even prejudices.

By mathematical modeling of physiological data it can be inferred 
that the contribution  of the elements of the energy imbalance to 
weight gain are so tiny that they are below the sensitivity of any 
available measurement tool. 

There are elements of circular reasoning in the paradigm: Obesity 
leads to inceased energy expenditure, increased food intake and 
reduced physical acitivity, often mistaken as the observed causes of 
the condition.



Challenge and alternative approach

The current evidence does not exclude that the obesogenic 
environment does contribute to the epidemic, but to 
establish a convincing proof that meets the usual scientific 
requirements is a great challenge and may require new tools 
allowing better measurements.

Can we get hints about other driving causes from historical 
analysis of the development of the epidemic in detail over a 
long time period. 

Worth an attempt.



Lessons from the prevalence trend studies

What can we learn from analysis of the rising prevalence of 
obesity during the last decades?

(We assume that the rising prevalence is due to rising incidence 
rather than rising duration of the condition)

There is at least one – so far unknown – environmental 
determinant of obesity that has risen before the observed rising 
prevalence because the genetic determinants cannot change at 
such rate.



Economic measures

Realising the obesogenic environment may be a multitude  
of elements in the society, could global economic measures 
be used as a measure of this environment?

The expectation is of course that the epidemic developed in 
parallel with the economic growth in a society like the 
Danish one.



Development of the ’obesogenic environment’ assessed by 
global economic measures in Denmark



Expected time course

The question now is if the obesity epidemic did develop in 
the same way with a sufficient lag time between changes in 
the indicators of the obesogenic environment and the 
changes in ocurrence of obesity? 

If this is not the case, we can discard these measures as 
adequate indicators of the obesigenic environment creating 
the changes in the development.









Seems to fit? 

The increase in obesity prevalence began a few years after 
the take off in economic growth and a presumably 
susceptible subset reacted to this change, but...

What happened after 1974, when the economic growth 
continued? Did the prevalence of obesity follow it?

At what age did the rise in prevalence begin? Did the rise 
begin before the economic growth took off?

Answers to these questions would provide two critical tests 
of the hypothesis.





Year of birth, about 20 years 
before examination



Did not fit...

The increase in obesity prevalence after 1974 (birth year 
around 1954) did not fit with the continued economic 
growth.

While the economy continued to grow, there was a leveling 
off in the prevalence and stable period of about 20 years, 
followed by a new sharp increase. 



At what age did the rise in prevalence occurs?

School health records may give the answer

• Population of school children born between 1930 - 1983

• Contains computerized weight and height measurements 
on 351,777 boys and girls

• Covers >95% of all schools (public and private) in the 
Copenhagen municipality

• Over the past about 25 years, we have computerized 
names, date of birth, parents’ reported birth weight of the 
child, measured height and weight, annual until 1984, 
thereafter when entering and leaving school



The
records:





Birth 

weights

Year Total Obese Total Obese Total

1930-33 35159 47 12776 18 0

1934-38 45092 54 20988 20 8772

1939-43 52154 94 25082 43 21728

1944-48 81849 413 27680 52 25674

1949-53 96664 692 21480 67 19695

1954-58 80643 736 15271 55 13976

1959-63 62734 513 9186 32 8464

1964-68 86953 698 10259 44 9445

1969-73 76830 862 8052 49 7270

1974-78 66987 1516 7039 67 6203

1979-83 23277* 742* 6022 81 5164

Total 708342 6367 163835 528 126391

Birth 

cohorts

Draftees

(18-23y)

Boys

(6-8y)









Seems to fit?



• The obesity epidemic is 
affecting the school-boys 
much earlier than the draftees 
and obviously before the 
economic growth began!

• Also, the environmental 
changes driving the epidemic 
did not affect individuals at 
any of these ages equally.

• Note that the changes ocurred 
about 10 years later in the 
about 10-year-older young 
men.

Year of measurement



• The trends coincides by 
year of birth

• Implies that the 
environmental changes 
driving the epidemic 
operate around the time of 
birth – the individuals may 
become susceptible within 
the first years of life.

• This susceptibility may 
contribute along with the 
genes to the well known 
tracking of obesity over 
the ages.



Secular trends of obesity in other countries?

• Countries with data on prevalence of obesity that are 
comparable over time and that extend back to the interwar 
period?

• Studies of the possible non-linearity of the secular trend 
and putative determinants of the trend?

• Studies taking into account the necessary time lag between 
trends in determinants and trends in obesity prevalence?

• Show data from UK, USA and Australia.





Keith, S., ….& Allison, D. B. (2006). Putative Contributors to the Secular Increase in 
Obesity: Exploring the Roads Less Traveled.  International Journal of Obesity.
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Summary

• The prevalence of obesity and overweight has increased 
dramatically during the past 60 years.

• The epidemic has devloped in two waves, about 30 years 
apart

• The epidemic did not follow the economic growth.

• The obesity epidemic may not simply be caused by ’that 
we eat more and more and move less and less’.

• There seems to be conditioning causes of the epidemic 
around time of birth.

• These causes may constitute a permanent susceptibility 
that contribute to the tracking of obesity in later life.



New questions

• At what age before age 7 years did the epidemic take off?

• Is it taking off already before birth?

• Is birth weight related to later risk of obesity?

• Is the epidemic observable in birth weight?

• Is the association between birth weight and later obesity 
changing as the epidemic evolves?









New questions – some answers

• At what age before age 7 years did the epidemic take off? -
Still don’t know.

• Is it taking off already before birth? - No

• Is birth weight related to later risk of obesity? - Yes

• Is the epidemic observable in birth weight? - No

• Is the association between birth weight and later obesity 
changing as the epidemic evolves? - No



More questions

• Has the birth weight increased during recent years? 

• If so, what are the consequences for the obesity epidemic?
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More questions – some answers

• Has the birth weight increased during recent years? - Yes

• If so, what are the consequences for the obesity epidemic? 
- Don’t know yet.



Weightless adiposity at birth?

Even though birth weight is related to later risk of developing 
obesity, there is no indication that the epidemic is manifest 
already at that time in life.

It cannot of course be excluded that the the exposure to the 
crucial causes and their action has begun before birth without 
leading to increased birth weight (the ’weightless adiposity’ 
induced by dietary exposure to adipogenic polyunsaturated 
fatty acids according to Gerald Ailhaud).



What are the drivers of the obesity epidemic?

• Must be some changes in the environment around pre- and/or 
postnatal life since the slowly developing obesity is present 
already at 6-7 years of age.
• What has changed in this environment during the 
development of the epidemic and that follows the four phases 
in the development?
• Is it the same element(s) in the environment that changes over 
this time peroid (same factor initiating the first take off in 1942 
and the second in 1970?
• Is there a generational effect that is reinforced, the second rise 
being steeper than the first one?
• Can we expect a levelling off after the second rise 
correpsonding to the first levelling off in the 1950-70’es?



Epigenetic changes?

The biological basis for this early but lasting effect could be 
permanent epigenetic changes of the genome, which also are 
transmissible to the next generation.

Note that there is about a generation (30 years) between the two 
rising phases of the prevalence of obesity. 



Preventable target?

If the perinatal origin of the epidemic is true, it will pave the way 
for a preventable target in a limited time window at an age, where 
preventive actions are commonly accepted, such as vaccinations.





What is DanORC?

• A virtual research centre including members from 
the Scientific, Industrial and Clinical sector in 
Denmark who are all working in the field of 
obesity. 

Scientific

Clinical

Industri



What is DanORC?

• The centre is coordinated 
by the Institute of 
Preventive Medicine, 
Bispebjerg Hospital, 
Region H. 

• DanORC is supported by The Danish Council for 
Strategic Research (Grant No 2101-06-0005). The grant is 
supporting a specific 5-year project addressing specific 
non-caloric effects of food on obesity and its metabolic 
complications.



Specific non-caloric effects of foods



Aim-I

• The aim is to explore:
– Possible adverse effects of food with n-6 PUFA and 

industrial TFA,

– Possible beneficial effects of food with n-3 PUFA, 
ruminant TFA, 

– Possible beneficial effects of amino acids and small 
peptides, especially milk proteins (MP)

• For these three classes of nutritional elements 
there are some but inadequate evidence that they 
may have such effects.



Aim-II

To search for and characterize nutrients with presumed

specific adverse or beneficial influence on obesity 

through the regulation of 

– The regulation of energy balance (energy intake and 
expenditure)

– Development and function of adipose tissue

– Differential fat deposition and chronic inflammation

– Development of the metabolic syndrome and other clinical 
complications to obesity



Strategy-I

• The effect of the nutrients will be addressed as 

– isolated effects of the nutrients 

– interaction between these

– interaction with other nutrients and with macronutrients.

• The work includes hypothesis-testing as well as 
exploratory hypothesis-generating approaches



Strategy-II

History

Cell and 
animal 
studies Epidemiology

Human 
Intevention 

Food 
economy

OBESITY



Diet during pregnancy and infancy?

Very likely candidate, and it may for example be the glycemic 
index/load or the protein content as supported by recent 
analyses of the Danish National Birth Cohort (100,000 women 
and their children). 

What the pregnant and breast feeding women eats is what she 
gives her baby. When she stops, it may matter what she replaces 
her own milk with.



Are changes in the psychosocial conditions, even in the 
perinatal period playing a role?

One hypothetical possibility of development of individual 
biological susceptibility could be some form of chronic 
stress, particularly derived from sustained insecurity in life, 
that via psycho-neuro-endocrine mechanisms act on the 
adipose tissue fat balance.

We have evidence that adverse psychosocial conditions are 
associated with increased risk of obesity later in life, and 
could speculate that similar mechanisms may be driving 
the epidemic.



Odds ratio for obesity by parental support perceived by the teacher
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Odds ratio for obesity by appearance at school health exa
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My dream

…that we one day may be able to prevent obesity by a 
specific, short-term modifications in the early postnatal life 
where a pre-conditioning for development of obesity seems 
to be set.



Thank you for your attention 
and thank you to all my colaborators

Find more information on www.ipm.regionh.dk
Find papers on PubMed ’sorensen ti’ 

Contact on email tias@ipm.regionh.dk


